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KEY INSIGHTS
■■ 401(k) savings plans are increasingly offering auto-enrollment coupled with
higher employee default deferral rates.
■■

■■

Auto-enrollment almost doubles plan participation and successfully gets
participants who might not have otherwise saved saving. However, it can also
result in participants saving less than those who voluntarily opt in and set their
own deferral rate.

Joshua Dietch
T. Rowe Price, Vice President,
Retirement Thought Leadership

Auto-enrollment combined with auto-escalation creates better participation and
savings outcomes.

A

utomatic enrollment in
employer-sponsored 401(k)
savings plans has transformed
the way that millions of Americans save
for retirement.

Contrary to common perception,
automatic enrollment did not start with
the passage of the Pension Protection
Act (PPA) in 2006. Rather, it was made
possible by Internal Revenue Service
Revenue Ruling 98-30 in 1998. This
ruling gave employers the ability to
automatically enroll employees through
a concept called “negative consent,”
where, absent objection, employees
were automatically enrolled in their
company’s 401(k) plan and needed to
voluntarily opt out of participating.

PPA as a Catalyst
Still, the true catalyst for adoption
of automatic enrollment was the
combination of the existing autoenrollment safe harbor and model
example, the ERISA pre-emption for
the election of a Qualified Default
Investment Alternative (QDIA) and the
safe harbor for Qualified Automatic
Contribution Arrangements (QACA)
codified in the PPA. The latter provided
relief from average deferral percentage
(ADP) nondiscrimination rules for plan
sponsors who automatically enroll their
eligible employees at a minimum of 3%
of compensation and achieve a target of
6% within four years; but no greater than
10%. In the 10 years following the PPA,
the number of T. Rowe Price clients who
implemented auto-enrollment almost
doubled from 37% to 73%.

Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D.
National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER) and MIT Sloan
School of Management
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Not surprisingly, when the PPA was
enacted, the most common default
rate was 3% and 61% of T. Rowe
Price’s clients who implemented autoenrollment chose that as their default;
likely influenced by Revenue Rulings
98-30 and 2008-8 citing 3% in the
rulings model example. Figure 1 shows
that number had fallen to 31% by 2018.
Moreover, the percentage of clients
who are setting their default deferral
policy rate at 6% has grown from 4%
100% likely result of some plan
to 33%—a
sponsors
90 availing themselves to the
QACA80safe harbor and others simply
adopting
70 the model example set forth in
the QACA as a best practice.

62% said they needed to save at least
15% of their income. However, on average,
they are only saving 11% (including
employee and employer contributions),
which is below the target amount.
So, what can an employer do to help
employees save more?

Plan Default Rate—% Used

Employers are increasingly being asked
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forward to encourage employees to adopt
healthy financial behaviors. However,
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So where do savers stand? In
vision or philosophy. After all, form follows
2018, T. Rowe Price surveyed 1,000
function, or, put another way, the 401(k)
participants it recordkeeps and asked
plan design is a means to an end.
them: How much should you be saving,
and how much are you saving? Positively,

(Fig. 1) Default Auto-enrollment Contribution Rate in 401(k) Plans
More employers are raising the amount from 3%
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There is little doubt that plan sponsors
have embraced the use of auto-enrollment
as a means of creating employee
engagement with retirement savings
and promoting a healthy financial
behavior—saving for retirement. Further,
auto-enrollment is clearly an effective
means of increasing plan participation.
In fact, plan participation for T. Rowe
Price-recordkept plans that have adopted
auto-enrollment is 86% compared with just
44% for those who had not implemented it.
However, with the good comes an
unintended consequence of lower
savings rates. Those who were not autoenrolled deferred almost 3% more of their
salary on average (9.3%) compared with
those who were auto-enrolled (6.5%).
This discrepancy suggests that deferral
rates set by the employer could result in
an endorsement effect. The employee
might infer that the default rate is “safe”
and may not think of contributing more.
So, how can plan sponsors optimize both
participation and savings?

New Research Yields New
Insights
Recently, Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D., a
retirement researcher at the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
and MIT Sloan School of Management,
used this lens to examine automatic
enrollment. He was curious to see if
automatic enrollment in a 401(k) plan
increases lifetime wealth accumulation
and benefits all participants equally. And
if so, could that result in plan designs
that better reflect the plan sponsor’s
desired outcome?

To answer these questions,
Dr. Choukhmane analyzed two sets of
data. The primary set of data was from
600 firms recordkept by T. Rowe Price
that covered 4 million employees over
the years 2006–2017. These records
yielded insights into savings behaviors
resulting from auto-enrollment and opt-in
enrollment. A secondary set of data was
from the United Kingdom’s (UK) Office
of National Statistics on contributions to
the National Employment Savings Trust
(NEST), the UK defined contribution
savings plan. The data track individuals’
enrollment behaviors as they change
jobs. Thus, one can observe the effect
of auto-enrollment and opt-in enrollment
on savings over longer periods of time
and across multiple employers.
So, what did he learn, and why is it
important to plan sponsors?
1. Enrollment Is a Learned Behavior
As the UK implemented NEST, some
employers were required to automatically
enroll their employees into NEST, but
some were not. The data showed that
auto-enrollment and opt-in enrollment
are learned behaviors. The illustration
below explains how experience
predictively affects future behavior.
Take note: Consistency matters.
The evidence suggests that autoenrollment alone does not create healthy,
long-term financial behaviors. In fact,
the opposite is true. Dr. Choukhmane’s
research suggests that employees who
have experienced auto-enrollment in
the past are less likely to join a new plan
where the employer does not offer autoenrollment.

Enrollment Is a Learned Behavior
Worked at Firm A
Auto-enrollment

Less likely to participate
Contributes less percentage of pay
Firm C

Worked at Firm B
Opt-in enrollment

Opt-in enrollment

More likely to participate
Contributes higher percentage of pay

Source: NEST data analysis by Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D. (NBER and MIT Sloan School of Management).
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enrollment is a beginning, not an ending,
The data also point to the paradox of
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auto-enrollment. Though auto-enrollment
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Both Dr. Choukhmane’s and T. Rowe
out if the auto-enrollment default rate is
Price’s analyses suggest that autoraised. The evidence suggests that is not
the case. The analysis of T. Rowe Price’s
recordkeeping data looked at the effect
(Fig. 3) Significance of Raising Default Savings Rates in 401(k)
of employers raising their defaults above
3%.
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Source: Analysis by Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D. (NBER and MIT Sloan School of Management), of T. Rowe
Price recordkeeping data representing 600 firms that covered 4 million employees over the years 2006–2017.

While some may be concerned about
a slight decrease in participation, the
broader context shows that a clear
majority of participants benefit from
greater savings compared with the
relative few that opt out. Further, it’s
plausible that many of those who opt out
do ultimately choose to save within the
plan, albeit less than the default rate.
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3. Auto-enrollment Is a
Progressive Benefit

(Fig. 4) Savings Rates: Autoenrollment vs. Opt in
Auto-enrollment primarily benefits those
who would not have otherwise saved
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Source: Analysis by Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D.
(NBER and MIT Sloan School of Management), of
T. Rowe Price recordkeeping data representing 600
firms that covered 4 million employees over the years
2006–2017.

The primary logic behind auto-enrollment
is that it encourages saving through
what Cass Sunstein and Nobel prizewinning economist Richard Thaler dub
“libertarian paternalism”, in their book
“Nudge.” In other words, auto-enrollment
provides a “nudge” toward saving, but
the participant is free to save more, less,
or the same if they so choose.
Further, the analysis does not suggest
that auto-enrollment lacks utility in either
the short or long run. Rather, it points
to the notion that its use must be well
considered and purposeful in its intent.
Do initial nudges go far enough, or is
there more to be done? The answer lies
in who ultimately benefits from autoenrollment and why. Dr. Choukhmane
sought to answer this question by
segmenting the results by the amount
of their savings in relationship to their
wages—below the 25th percentile,
above the median, and above the 75th
percentile (Figure 4).
Dr. Choukhmane’s analysis looked at
employers who implemented autoenrollment at 3%. He looked at the
behaviors of employees who had been
hired during the 12 months prior to
the implementation of auto-enrollment
and the behavior of new hires postimplementation of auto-enrollment.
The analysis only considers workers
who are still employed at the interval
measured and their cumulative savings.
What he found was that if not for autoenrollment, low-wage earners might not
otherwise save, and younger employees
could potentially enjoy greater benefit

from compounding returns over longer
periods of time. The 25th percentile (with
largely low-paid and younger employees)
consists of the primary beneficiaries of
auto-enrollment. Without their employer
nudging them to save, they don’t.
Some might argue that by not participating,
employees are forgoing saving and tax
benefits. However, looking specifically at
workers above the median, the effects of
auto-enrollment are not significant. As their
behavior illustrates, these employees can
catch up on their “missed savings,” and
they do. As a result, those who voluntarily
opt in save at equivalent levels within 36
months of those who were defaulted into
their plans.

The Effects of Auto-enrollment
Over a Working Lifetime
We’ve established what happens with
saving in the short run. What would be
the impact over a lifetime? Unfortunately,
we don’t have 40 years of data to analyze
to come up with an answer. To solve
for this, Dr. Choukhmane created a fully
dynamic model that considers:
1. The U.S. retirement environment
Characteristics of the U.S. labor
market (e.g., job changes,
unemployment, etc.)
■■ Social Security
■■ Taxes
■■

2. Personal preferences and biases
Time (e.g., preferring buying
something today versus saving to
buy something tomorrow)
■■ Willingness to take risk
■■ Adjustment costs (e.g., changing
one’s retirement contribution rate)
■■
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3. Demography
■■
■■

scenarios, one where the default is
invested in target date investments that
replicates the asset allocation target
date investments using T. Rowe Price’s
proprietary glidepath and the other
which assumes the nominal yield on
government bonds (3%) from 2006–
2017.

Cost of household living
Longevity

4. Decisions
■■

■■

Nonretirement wealth (e.g., how
much to save versus spend)
Retirement wealth (e.g., how
much to save, taking a loan, etc.)

The analysis shows that both younger
and lower-paid workers can benefit
from defaults in general, and target date
investing, in particular. More specifically,
the workers invested in a target date
investment could accumulate as
much as 41% more in lifetime wealth
compared with those who had to
proactively opt in to participate in their
employer’s plan. For higher wage
earners, the benefit of auto-enrollment
is less significant because those
who can afford to save more in the
future do. Further, behavioral finance
research has shown that high-wage
earners may undersave as a negative,
yet unintended, consequence of the
framing or endorsement resulting from
the default rate.

With these parameters identified, the
next step was to compare predicted
behaviors with the actual behaviors
observed in the T. Rowe Price data.
Having established that the model is
a good fit with actual behavior, the
model could then estimate the lifetime
impact at varying automatic default
contribution rates.
Using the safe harbor 6% default as the
baseline, the research estimates the
lifetime wealth accumulation compared
with those who had to proactively
choose their contribution amount
(Figure 5). The estimate includes two

(Fig. 5) Effect of Auto-enrollment Default Rate and Investment Choice
Lower wage earners benefit more from auto-enrollment
Auto-enrolled at 6%—Target Date Investment

Auto-enrolled at 6%—All Bonds
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Each bar corresponds to the model-predicted percentage difference between the sum of retirement and liquid wealth at age 65 under an auto-enrollment policy with
an annual rate of 6% of compensation adopted by all employers compared to an opt-in regime with varying savings rates.
Assumptions: The target date investment is represented by a hypothetical index portfolio. The hypothetical portfolio is composed of stocks (as represented by the
S&P 500 Index) and U.S. Treasury bonds (assumed riskless rate of return at 3%) which follows the asset allocation of T. Rowe Price’s proprietary glide path over
the period 2006-2017 (See “Important Information” for glide path allocation). Bond investment in the target date investment and the all-bond 6% auto-enroll is
represented by the 3% riskless rate of return over the period 2006-2017.
Source: Analysis and modeling by Taha Choukhmane, Ph.D. (NBER and MIT Sloan School of Management), of T. Rowe Price recordkeeping data representing 600
firms that covered 4 million employees over the years 2006–2017 and T. Rowe Price (glide path).
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Preference, Strategy, and Design Framework
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What’s a Plan Sponsor to Do?
The challenge employers face is that the
401(k) plan should reflect what’s most
effective for its participants throughout a
working time horizon. The new reality is
that unlike our parents’ working careers,
which were likely with one employer
for a long tenure, the median tenure for
today’s workers is five years.1 In other
words, employment tenures are as
unique as individuals’ financial situations.
Moreover, employers must consider
their social preferences (e.g., benefits
philosophy), the strategy they want to
use to reflect those social preferences,
and the plan design alternatives
available to achieve their intentions.
Providing a 401(k) plan is not a one-sizefits-all solution. For example, an employer
may want to spend their match dollars
on longer-tenured and older employees.
Because we know that younger workers
are less likely to participate and save
less than older workers, the matching
contributions naturally skew and benefit
older, often longer-tenured, or higherpaid employees. Though younger,
lower-paid employees are seemingly
forgoing these benefits, we also know
that savings forgone today can be made
up later. Thus, one could conclude that
an opt-in policy is preferable.
In contrast, an employer could feel very
strongly about the long-term social
welfare of its employees and set an

1

aggressive auto-enrollment policy default
rate with a maximum matching formula
at the default rate. This plan design is
a paternalistic intervention intended
to benefit employees who otherwise
would not save, and it provides a strong
incentive for them to continue to save
once automatically enrolled.
Naturally, there is a middle ground where
employers can still set aggressive defaults
while encouraging employees to save
above the default rate so that they can
receive the maximum employer match.

Solutions Using Plan Design
Dr. Choukhmane’s research sheds new
light not only on employee behavior, but
also on the options plan sponsors have
at their disposal to maximize the efficacy
of their retirement plan designs. There
is an optimal balance that can be met
by carefully considering the outcomes
desired, budget parameters, and what is
known about employee behavior.
One must consider the purpose and
intention when evaluating plan design
features. There are a great number of
ways that automatic features can be
implemented—be it auto-enrollment or
other variations such as:
■■

Auto-reenrollment: Reenroll
for participants who opted not to
participate in their plan. This is run on
demand and could occur about once
a year.

Copeland, Craig. “Trends in Employee Tenure, 1983-2018,” EBRI Brief No. 474. Employee Benefit Research Institute, February 28, 2019.
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■■

■■

Auto-increase: Increases a
participant’s deferral rate each year
coinciding with an annual event, such
as an employment anniversary or
salary increase. It can be implemented
on an opt-in or, preferably, on an optout basis.

ultimately demonstrates is that there
is no single solution to increase both
participation and savings. Rather, it is
the combination of design approaches,
such as auto-enrollment, auto-escalation,
reenrollment, etc., that can lead to
optimal results.

Auto-boost: Increases participant
savings rates for those employees
saving below the default savings
rate or up to the maximum matching
contribution level.

For many, retirement is a long way off on
the horizon. For others, it is just around
the corner. Plan design is a means to an
end and should reflect the unique needs
of the constituencies it serves at a point
in time, as well as over time.

The field of behavioral economics has
produced many new insights that are
proving helpful in getting people to save
more for retirement. What this research
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